


Dear Niveshaks,

The past month has been indeed very interesting in the finance domain. ‘The

Month That Was’ provides you with a brief summary of the happenings in the

financial world in the previous month. The drone attack on Saudi Aramco’s two oil

plants made headlines, disrupting the global supply of crude oil by the country,

damaging 50% of the crude oil made my Saudi. In the Indian Financial Market, the

first half of September demonstrated improving investor sentiments with a net

increase of ₹ 1,841 crore in the Indian Capital Markets. To provide stimulus to the

real estate sector, Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman announced ₹20,000 crore

fund for stuck realty projects. The Government also cut the corporate tax rate to

22% from 30%, with the effective tax rate coming down to 25.17% from 35% and

charging 15% effective tax rate on local companies incorporated after October

2019. In other news, Coffee Day sells GV Tech Park to Blackstone for Rs. 2,700

crores in order to raise funds to pay its debt.

This month the cover story ‘Automation in Wealth Management- the future?’

focuses on the emergence of Artificial Intelligence in Wealth management, the

advantages of leveraging Artificial Intelligence tools in business and analyses

whether automated wealth managers can replace human wealth managers in

business. The company scanner section talks about Mahindra & Mahindra

Financial Services Limited, which plays an imperative role in the rural financing

segment of the Indian economy, catering to the under-penetrated and under-
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served customer segment in rural

India.

The Deals in Brewery section talks

about the merger between

Indiabulls Housing and Laxmi Vilas

bank. As every month, the section

on NIF brings to you the latest

standing of the Niveshak Investment

Fund.

The Article of the Month titled

‘Recent Economic Slowdown in

India: cyclical or structural’ is a

contribution by Shaubhik Das, PGP

participant of 2020 at IIM Lucknow.

The Fingyaan section discusses

about ‘Financial Inclusion’,

contributed by Anurag Singh and

Rishika Mondal, PGP participant of

2021 at MDI, Murshidabad. . In the

FinView section we put forth the

views of Mr. Bhavit Sharma

regarding the economic slowdown,

Altico Capital Defaults and on the

inflation rate and its effect on the

economy. The Classroom section

for the month educates the readers

on the financial risk: the systematic

as well as the unsystematic risk.

We wish you, our readers, a happy

reading experience.

Stay Invested,

Team Niveshak
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The Month

That Was

The Houthi Rebel in Yemen claimed

responsibility for the attack but the US

blamed Iran for the attack. Saudi is the

largest oil exporter and this damage

led the prices of oil to surge globally.

The estimated reduction in the supply

of oil was about 5.7 million barrels per

day. Saudi is trying to recover after the

attack and revamp its supply level. It

has assured Reliance Industries to

supply the committed crude oil

volumes in October. Reliance is also in

talks to sell its oil-to-chemical business

comprising its Jamnagar refineries and

petrochemicals plants, to Aramco at a

valuation of USD 75 billion.

Rise in Foreign Investments and

confidence

FPIs pulled out a net ₹5,920.02 crore

in August. Foreign investors withdrew

a net amount of ₹2,031 crore from

equities but put in ₹3,872 crore in the

debt segment, resulting in a net

increase of ₹1,841 crore in the Indian

Capital Markets in the first half of

September, showing improving

investor sentiments. The major reason

behind this is the ameliorating

conditions of the trade war. Moreover,

the slower growth of the Indian

economy has made the investors risk-

averse, pushing them towards debt

market. "India remains one of the most

attractive markets for global investors

in the medium to long-term and may

attract significant flows, if the

government continues with its

economic reforms and corporate earnings

show signs of recovery," said Arindam

Chanda, CEO, IIFL Securities Ltd.

Coffee Day sells GV Tech Park to

Blackstone for Rs. 2,700 crore

Coffee Day Enterprises has agreed to

sell off its prime real estate Global

Village Tech Park to Blackstone and

Salarpuria Sattva Group, in order to

raise funds to pay its debt. The

company had a debt of Rs 4,970 crore

as of August, 2019 and this sale will

reduce its debt by half. Shares of

Coffee Day Enterprises rose by 5% on

the announcement of this deal. The

120-acre park includes business park

in Mangaluru. 80% of the ownership of

the park will be with Blackstone while

20% with Sattva Group.

Drone attack on Saudi Aramco

On September 14, 2019, Saudi Arabia

suffered a drone attack on two of its

major oil plants, damaging 50% of the

global supply of crude made by Saudi.

[6]
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FM announces relief for stuck realty

projects

Finance MInister Nirmala Sitharama

announced ₹20,000 crore fund for

stuck realty projects. To give a boost to

the housing sector and to achieve the

affordable housing plan of PM Modi,

relaxations were announced for

builders. 50% of the fund will be

contributed by the government while

the rest 50% will be contributed by LIC

and NIIF. Projects already facing

bankruptcy proceedings at the NCLT,

will be excluded to avail these funds.

This was done to improve the sales of

the houses, reduce the inventory of

unsold houses and solve the liquidity

problem in the sector. This comes

ahead of the festive season when
demand is higher to boost sales.

[7]
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Government cuts corporate tax rate

to 22%

Tax rate for companies that do not

avail any tax incentives was cut down

to 22%, with effective tax rate after

surcharge to be 25.17%. No Minimum

Alternate Tax (MAT) would be

applicable on such companies. To

attract investment in manufacturing,

local companies incorporated after

October 2019 will pay tax at 15%. That

effective tax for new companies shall

be 17.01 percent, including cess and

surcharge. This was to encourage

investment after the slow growth of the

economy. For listed companies

which made announcement for

public buyback before July 2019,

tax on buyback on shares of such

companies wi l l not be charged.



Comments on the Equity market and NIF’s Performance

Value Scaled to 100

NIF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

As on Sep 30, 2019

Total Investment Value: 10, 00,000 

Current Portfolio Value: 

20,51,884.30

Change in Portfolio Value: +10.69% 

Change in Sensex: +5.75%

Risk Measures:

Standard Deviation NIF: 35.84

Standard Deviation Sensex: 23.59

Sharpe Ratio: 2.82 (Sensex: 3.59)

Cash Remaining: 1,46,352

The month of September, as experienced by our NIF and the markets at large

saw the indices logging historic gains in day-trade setup. Nifty 10,650 odd

levels have earned iconic significance having marked two major reversals

namely, Air-strikes and corporate tax cuts. Fundamentally, the government’s

actions are tantamount to taking the bull by its horn and marked a watershed

moment in the beginning of a new wave of private domestic and foreign

investments, re-ratings, revised earnings estimates and tax standards. The

market rejoiced it all. We are glad to say that NIF outperformed the headline

market indices by approximately a factor of 2. Positive returns were clocked in

counters across sectors and scale with the. Leadership was taken by FMCG

with stocks namely Avenue Supermarts (23.5%), Colpal (20.5%), Godrej

(14.4%), ITC (7.5%) mushrooming exemplarily. Auto showed offshoots of

revival, led by industry leader Maruti (11.3%).

However, substantial market hopes hinge on the positive outcome of the festive

season. We expect the market to consolidate and take cues from the earnings

season for further directional moves.
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NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND

INDIVIDUAL STOCK WEIGHT 
AND

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE
Monthly Performance
Portfolio Weight

Top Gainers for 

the month

122.21% HDFC Bank

29.84% NOCIL

23.45% Avenue Supermart

Top Losers for 

the month

-43.82% Indiabulls Hsg

-2.70% Lupin

-0.56% Paramount Comm

10.80
%

1.83%

1.90%

2.46%

14.40
%

32.13
%

5.38%

12.26
%

11.93
%

6.91%

NIF Sectoral Weights

Auto Infrastructure

Chemical Media

Financial Services FMCG

Pharma Telecommunication

Misc Services



A careful observation of the GDP of

past 30 years (refer to figure in the

right) will reveal that GDP growth is

picking up (confirmed by an upward

rising dotted trend line). At the same

time, we can see a lot of cyclical

patterns in between. But the major

concerns are the fact that on one

hand, it’s taking too much time for the

next upward spike, and on the other

hand, we can notice a flattening

downward spike, giving signals that

the slowdown may stay for some more

time. In laymen terms,

𝐺𝐷𝑃
= 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
+ 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
+ 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑚𝑛𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
+ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠 − 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑠

-Shaubhik Das, IIM Lucknow

Recent Economic 

Slowdown In India:
Cyclical Or Structural?

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK | SEPTEMBER 2019
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It’s clearly evident from the above

figure that consumption, which

accounts for nearly 60% of our GDP

has become flattish along with private

investment (almost 35% of GDP) since

2015-16. We can see a sharp fall in

imports as well as government

consumption. One thing is for sure,

there is no sign of external impact on

the recent slowdown as the data

shows a rather increasing export

growth in the recent past. But when

almost 90% of the GDP slumps, the

GDP growth rate is bound to fall.

While there is no doubt that India is

going through a slowdown since the

last 3 quarters or so, however, we

observed wide variants of opinions

regarding the explanation of recent

economic slowdown in India ranging

from those who think it’s entirely

cyclical or structural and others

somewhere in between. But before

indulging into the hottest debate in the

current economic scenario, let us first

understand what’s the difference

between a cyclical slowdown and a

structural slowdown. A cyclical

slowdown is one which occurs majorly

due to demand fluctuations or faulty

fiscal/monetary policies at times. It

prevails in the economy for a short

period of time with proper stimulus

through fiscal or monetary means and

self-correcting mechanism of a

capitalist economy. A structural

slowdown, on the other hand, is one

that occurs due to changes in

demographics, technology or whole

political/economic setup. This

continues from medium to long term

depending on the seriousness of the

problem and can be solved through

structural changes, e.g., New

Economic Policy of India, 1991. In this

article, we are going to look into the

macroeconomic facts and data rather

than opinions and base our conclusion

upon that.
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Before going into any further analysis,

let’s have a quick look at the

performance of different sectors which

are suffering due to a slowdown in

private consumption and investment.

To understand this, I have looked at

the data for performance of indexes of

various sectors created by NSE for the

last year. For example, the automobile

index is created by taking average

performance of the various auto-

manufacturing company stocks listed

in NSE.

The metal manufacturing sector was

the worst hit one, the companies

losing about 27.17% of their values in

total. The next worst performers are

Media, Pharma and Automobiles.

While we are talking a lot about the

closedown of Maruti Suzuki

manufacturing units and the loss of

automobile sector in general, we’re

somewhat ignoring the sectors which

are suffering even more due to the

slowdown. However, the performance

of metal industries such as steel are

indirectly linked to performance of

auto sector. The banks and non-bank

financial institutions saw a revival after

the infusion of over Rs. 55000 crores

by the Central government to deal with

the NPA pressure. The growth in IT is

driven by exports and hence, it’s still

able to grow at a decent pace. The

FMCG used to be one of the fastest

growing industries in the country.

Although it’s value grew by 27% on

average, but major players like HUL

are facing decrease in sales mainly

due to weak rural demand. Same is

the cause with realty sector.

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK | SEPTEMBER 2019
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It’s clearly evident from the above

figure that consumption, which

accounts for nearly 60% of our GDP

has become flattish along with private

investment (almost 35% of GDP) since

2015-16. We can see a sharp fall in

imports as well as government

consumption. One thing is for sure,

there is no sign of external impact on

the recent slowdown as the data

shows a rather increasing export

growth in the recent past. But when

almost 90% of the GDP slumps, the

GDP growth rate is bound to fall. One

takeaway from this analysis is that the

current slowdown is mostly fuelled by

demand side factors, but the supply

side impediments can’t be ruled out as well.

One takeaway from this analysis is that

the current slowdown is mostly fuelled by

demand side factors, but the supply side

impediments can’t be ruled out as well.
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The following events and factors have

definitely contributed to the slowdown

that we are encountering right now.

However, the degree of contribution is

something that can be debated

forever:

Demonetization: The sudden

withdrawal of 500 and 1000

denomination notes from the economy

have definitely affected the economy

in the short run for sure. It’s very much

possible that people are not yet able

to get out of the shock they received

and a result delaying their purchases

over time. Also this caused a huge

blow to the huge informal retail sector

which runs on cash.

GST Implementation: While GST

was something about which the

government could come to an

agreement after almost 20 years, but

it’s implementation has definitely hit

the economy. The business

community in India was more or less

used to the previous indirect system,

how good or bad it was. Rolling out of

a new tax reforms at such a scale and

further changing of tax slabs for

different industries might have led to

delay in private investments. Low

investment means low income

generation and obviously, the

consumption gets hit.

BS VI Reforms & Electrification of

vehicles: The talk of implementation

of Bharat Stage VI reforms is in the

air, especially after the release of UN

data which says 14/20 polluted major

cities are in India. The news or

expectation of a roll out of BS VI has

not only created confusion for

potential buyers of vehicles but also

the manufacturers.

ARTICLE OF THE MONTHNIVESHAK |  SEPTEMBER 2019
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Housing prices are falling down rapidly.

This was a crude way of having a quick

look over what’s happening in different

sectors because markets often fail to

capture the reality and corrects over a

period of time. And hence, the values

of the sectors which went high may not

necessarily mean that they are having

a good time out there in the market.

Given the scenario, it can’t be said that

everything that happened was just due to

cyclical factors. In fact, a lot of changes

were brought by the ruling NDA party

once it rose to power in 2014 coupled

with a lot of factors which were beyond

the control of government might have led

to the slowdown.



From this, one can clearly understand

the conditions through which Indian

Banking is going through. This kind of

performances of banks has led to

reduction in loans, decreased faith on

saving depositors on banks. This crisis

in banking and non-banking financial

sector is having ripple effects on the

economy as a whole.

US-China Trade War and global

slowdown: India enjoyed a huge

inflow of foreign funds through FDI

and FPI route. With the escalation of

US-China trade war, Hong Protests,

German slowdown, Brexit deal issue,

etc. coupled with the domestic issues,

the foreign investors are not in favour

of taking risks of investing heavily in

India. This is leading to the continuous

fall of Indian secondary financial

markets and domestic investors are

losing trust on the Indian companies.

Lack of attention to rural India: We

have heard a lot about doubling the

farmer’s income by 2022 but the

ground reality is that rural India is not

getting the boost it requires. There’s a

huge untapped market which is

struggling with poverty. A little rise in

income of rural will spur the economy

exponentially. The slowdown in FMCG

sector has been majorly due to

slowdown in rural demand.

While the events such as GST,

demonization and BS VI reforms will

affect the economy for a short

duration, but NPAs and lack of growth

in the rural sector are things that

Indian government need to seriously

think about and which might have long

term implications.
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The buyers might be delaying their

purchase on one hand, and on the other

hand, manufacturers might be delaying

their investments in new products. The

cumulative effect is a slowdown in the

automobile sector. Apart from this, NITI

Aayog recently declared that all the

vehicles in the country will be converted

to electric vehicles in a press statement.

This forced a few auto manufacturers to

go into a panic mode. The government,

however, tried to normalize the situation

by stating that no radical reforms will be

taken with regards to auto sector. But

still this kind of statements by economic

bodies at Central level jeopardise the

manufacturers who are already

distressed.

Crisis in Financial Sector: The

bankruptcy of NBFCs of the size of

ILFS, owned majorly by LIC, SBI, etc.

caused a lot of ripple effects in the

economy for sure. This not only

degraded the faith of common people on

NBFCs but also on their regulator, i.e.,

RBI. The huge setback of ILFS

immediately affected all the NBFCs and

banks’ market value as well. The

subsequent default by DHFL has only

added fuel to the sector that was

already burning. Today, most of the

automobile and housing loans are lent

by NBFCs and HFCs. This kind of

events in the sector’s leading layers will

definitely cause the buyers of

automobiles and houses think twice.

This also is mind-set of the banks from

whom the NBFCs majorly borrow funds.

On top of all these NPA level in banks

was 9.3% on March, 2019. According to

definition, a bank becomes bankrupt

when NPA levels go beyond 10%.



reduction of policy rates by RBI, tax

cuts by government and huge

government expenditure. In

conclusion, we can say that the

slowdown is not exactly a cyclical one,

but caused by some recent economic

decisions, the effects of which will

wither away with time. However, there

are some structural issues, such as

low income in rural India, that might

not have played a major role in this

recent slowdown but a major cause of

concern for all the well-wishers of

Indian economy.
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Over time, the government might have

to take some bold steps to mitigate the

issues. The global trade wars and

slowdown are things about which India

can do a little. But overall, one major

learning for India is that rolling out too

many reforms, how good the

objectives might be, will lead to chaos

and confusion and eventually a

slowdown in economy. And it’s also

understood that the need of the hour is

to boost household consumption

demand, which according to simple

economics, can be done through a



Cover Story 

Automation In Wealth Management –

The Future ?



perform wealth portfolio calculations. It

can also automatically recalculate

portfolio stocks to maintain customer

targets.

The leading automated wealth

managers in the market are

Betterment, Wealthfront, Schwab

Intelligent Portfolios, Personal Capital,

Sofi Wealth, Wealthsimple, Ellevest

and WiseBanyan.

Role of a Wealth Manager

As the name suggests the role of a

wealth manager is to manage the

assets of high net worth profile

individuals and investors. The role of

the wealth manager is not just limited

to providing investment advice. The

job profile includes undertaking

financial planning cutting across

various diverse domains like finance

and investment, legal, taxation,

accounting. The job of the wealth

manager is aligned towards

consultative and advisory practice as

the wealth manager collates

information for providing tailored

strategy wealth management

decisions to the clients.

Emergence of Artificial Intelligence

in Wealth Management

As the case with any other profession,

artificial intelligence is causing

dramatic transformations in the field of

wealth management. The emergence

of usage of dynamic algorithms and

models for predicting best investment

avenues has revolutionized the area

of wealth management. Usage of

technology-based models also

provides the wealth management

companies a cutting-edge advantage

over the competitors in the industry.

Robo advisors are internet-based bots

which leverage on the use of

algorithms and models to

automatically calculate financial model

results and perform the tasks

performed by a human wealth

manager. The system perform the

tasks of risk reduction & tolerance and

COVER STORYNIVESHAK | SEPTEMBER 2019
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Advantages of leveraging Artificial

Intelligence tools in business

Benefit of using automated bots to

wealth management companies is that

it reduces the cost of wealth

management to the company thereby

attracts a wider pool of potential

investors. This also offers increased

transparency to the investors and

provides a platform for them to track

their portfolios on a live basis. Usage

of artificial intelligence can also reduce

the potential human errors involved.

But usage of system reduces the

involvement of human interventions

and dynamic thinking. Customers

prefer interacting with humans as

compared to system and moreover

usage of system reduces the creativity

in thinking & decision making process.



Also, the wealth management

companies have started to move to

cloud services to maximize the agility,

flexibility and scalability offered by it. It

also provides an opportunity to these

companies to utilize software as a

service (SAAS). This provides the

platform for them to quickly innovate

and provide services to client on pay

as per usage basis.

At present, complete automation is not

viable in wealth management. It

requires specialized knowledge on

diverse field including economic,

financial, statistical and mathematical.

The bots are just the extension of the

minds of the designers. Therefore, it is

designed to work in a pre-defined

specific manner for each situation.

Automated wealth managers cannot

entirely replace human wealth

managers due to various reason like:

• Decisions regarding money

matters involve an emotional

element. Bots cannot provide this

emotional guidance; they are

strictly rule based

• The financial position and

problems of each person is unique

and takes into consideration

various diverse factors. Human

wealth managers can provide

personalized guidance and wealth

management solutions, but in the

case of bots this level of

personalized services cannot be

achieved

• The services offered by wealth

managers are not limited just to

Current scenario

Presently the wealth management

companies are starting to use

technology-based models and bots to

support their human wealth managers.

It is expected in future that these bots

will gradually replace a significant

number of humans.

Business Insider Intelligence predicts

that by 2020, automated wealth

managers including bots will manage

$8 trillion worth of wealth funds

globally. It also predicts that

automated managers will manage

about 10% of global funds by 2020.

As per Statista, assets managed by AI

in India amounts to $ 42 Million as of

2019. It is expected to grow at a

compound rate of 36.2% which would

result in assets of $ 145 Million

managed by AI by 2023.
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Therefore, it can be concluded that at

present AI & bots are not replacing the

human wealth managers. It provides

them the opportunity to focus on

critical tasks and automatize the non-

critical and monotonous ones. Thus,

wealth managers who can leverage on

the services of the bots and increase

their efficiency will succeed.

investment management advisory. At

best the bots can provide services in

the nature of automated portfolio

rebalance and tax planning. On the

other hand, human wealth managers

offer a wide range of services

including customized consulting

considering one`s financial goals and

life priorities.
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and Colombia. Between 2014 to 2017,

the portion of adults own an account

with a financial institution or through a

mobile banking service increased

globally from 62% to 69%. In

developing countries, the share

increased from 54% to 63%.

According to the reports published in

2017 of World Bank out of 1.7 billion

unbanked people around the world 1

Billion belonged to women. The

gender gap in access to financial

inclusion in developing countries

remains still at nine percentage, the

gap is even more in some regions, 18

percent in South Asia, and in the

Middle East, where men are twice as

likely as women to have an account.

Financial Inclusion in India

World Bank appreciated India for its

efforts in the generation of Financial

inclusion through various schemes

and developments. Improvements are

being done to enhance the financial

literacy of the population; a pilot

project was launched by the central

government with the help of the

Reserve Bank of India to ensure the

use of various tools for dissemination

of financial awareness message to

rural India.

.

The pursuit of providing accessibility

to formal financing services to the

population of the country at an

affordable cost is the concept of

financial inclusion. These include not

only banking products but also other

financial services Financial inclusion

paves the way for sustainable growth

in the economy, it helps to eradicate

poverty and boost prosperity in the

Country. Formal credit is necessary for

different type of needs, like building

houses, medical facilities, education

and for other purposes. A formal

banking helps to create borrowings

and discover credit worthiness of the

person for further borrowings.

World Bank took an initiative in 2015,

Universal Financial Access (UFA) to

provide access to formal financial

services to every eligible individual

around the world. This initiative

majorly works on 25 countries where

almost 75% of people are unbanked,

in 2017, after two years of the initiative

still 1.7 billion people are unbanked.

56% of all unbanked adults are

women. Women are overrepresented

amid the unbanked in economies

where only a minor portion of adults

are unbanked, such as China and

India, besides in those where more

than 50% are, such as Bangladesh

Financial 

Inclusion
- Anurag Singh, Rishika

Management Development Institute,           

Murshidabad
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India showed the fastest growth in

enhancing the financial inclusion, Jan

Dhan Yojna was launched in 2014, this

is termed as the biggest financial

inclusion scheme till date. According to

Crisil report (2017), from 53% banked

adult in 2014, India managed to get its

81% adults connected to formal

banking services.

Banks are the important source of any

form of financial access for the

residents of an economy. The Indian

banking system consists of Scheduled

banks and Non-scheduled banks. The

data provided in annual reports of

various years of RBI highlights the

number of branches of scheduled

commercial banks has increased over

the span of past years. In India, major

problem for non-use of formal

financing sector is lack of financial

literacy, Reserve Bank pf India has

taken a several measures to increase

financial literacy in the country so that

more people can participate in the

formal transaction account and

contribute into development of the

nation. The Centre for financial

Literacy project was started in 2017 by

the Reserve Bank of India across 80

blocks in 9 states. The initiative is

presently being implemented by 6

NGOs in cooperation with 10 banks.

As per RBI report, at end- March 2018,

1,395 FLCs were in the operation in

the country. During the year ended

March 2018, 1, 29,280 activities

related to financial literacy was

conducted by the FLCs as against

96,315 activities during the previous

year.

PRADHAN MANTRI JAN DHAN

YOJNA, 2014

This scheme was launched on 28th

August 2014. This was the period

when rural India was facing a tough

challenge to get connected to the

formal transaction system, this

scheme helped rural India to get

connected to formal banking.

According to the government reports,

there are 37.05 crore beneficiaries of

this scheme and ₹103531.05 crores is

deposited into Jan Dhan accounts.

Also, to provide a greater impact of

financial inclusion in the country some

schemes like the Pradhan Mantri

Jeevan Jyoti Bima Yojana, The

Accident Insurance Scheme, and Atal

pension Yojana scheme was

launched. Post demonetization gave

Jan Dhan Yojana a great boost,

demonetization led to rise in the

percentage of registered account

holders and active and advanced

users of registered accounts, bank

and post office accounts. Impact was

seen across demographic groups:

Nearly every groups showed gains in

financial inclusion and the great

increases occurred among women

and rural residents. According to

Business Standard, cash to

aggregating Rs 42,200 crore was

deposited in 3.74 crore Jan Dhan

accounts between November 8, 2016

and December 30, 2016.

Mobile banking- use of mobile phones

is increasing each day, there are about

800 million mobile phone users in

India. Interestingly, no active bank

account users are much lesser than

mobile phone users.
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Awareness regarding the use of mobile

banking can help the country to

eradicate the financial exclusion

problem prevailing in the country.

Mobile banking will not only connect

the unbanked population to formal

banking services but also helps the

economy to go cashless and fight

corruption.

Problems

Though more than 80% of Indian

adults have a bank account there are a

mere 52% active bank accounts users

in India. Financial illiteracy is the major

problem in the country, it is a major

problem among women in India, the

major chunk of the unbanked

population belongs to the women. The

people, especially in rural India, still

don’t find the necessity to use bank

accounts and they trust local lenders of

the villages more. ‘One account per

family’ mentality is also one of the

reasons due to which people avoid

joining the formal banking sector,

especially women avoid bank accounts

as one account of Men in the family is

termed as enough, due to these small

savings of women fails to join in the

economy. Also, most of the people are

unaware of the way of availing bank

services and the benefits of a

formal financial system. most of the

developing nations have few

people borrowing from the formal

institution. The large proportion

of population in the developing

economies are taking credit from informal

sources like friends and families,

money lenders or different other

means.

This generally leaves borrowers

exploited and vulnerable to the hands

of lenders, thus generating a vicious

circle of poverty. Poor becomes more

poor, and rich becomes even more

rich thus it increases the gap between

haves and not-haves.

Conclusion

Financial Inclusion can lead a country

towards sustainable growth, Financial

inclusion and economic growth of the

country is positively correlated. It is a

great tool to remove poverty and

reduce inequality in the economy, it

exposes poor to opportunities. If every

money of the economy will be

deposited in the formal Banks, it will

help in Capital creation as the bank

will be able to lend more, this will

enable greater investments in the

economy. Financial inclusion will

ensure an increase in demand as it

will expose the population to low-rate

borrowings, which can also help in

small and medium scale business

opportunities. One of the major

benefits of Financial inclusion is Direct

Benefit Transfer, this helped the Indian

Government to transfer the benefits,

subsidies of various social welfare

schemes like LPG subsidies,

MNREGA payments, Pensions directly

into the beneficiaries Bank accounts.

Direct benefit transfer helps an

economy to reduce corruption and

strengthens the economic situation of

the country.
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On June 21, 2019 the deal got

approved by CCI (Competition

Commission of India).

Although, the sailing has not been

smooth since then. There was a PIL

registered against Indiabulls Housing

Finance which alleged the NBFC of

fraud. On September 27, 2019 RBI

initiated a PCA (Prompt Corrective

Action) against Lakshmi Vilas Bank

because of an site inspection which

led to certain revelations like high Net

NPA, insufficient CRAR (Capital to

Risk (Weighted) Assets Ratio) and

CET1 (Common Equity Tier 1),

Negative return on assets for 2

consecutive years and high leverage.

The talks for merger between

Indiabulls Housing and Lakshmi Vilas

Bank started during the month of

March. Finally on April 6, 2019 they

agreed to merge to create Indiabulls

LakshmiVilas Bank with a loan book of

1.23 lakh crore. The terms of the deal

included 14 shares of Indiabulls

Housing Finance for every 100 shares

held by the shareholders of Lakshi

Vilas Bank. The net worth after the

merger was gauged to be INR 19500

crore and a Capital Adequacy ratio of

20.6%.

The Merger would be a Win Win

situation for both the entities. Where

on one hand Indiabulls will get an

opportunity to enter into Retail banking

products with a lower borrowing cost

and the correction of asset liability

mismatch, on the other hand Lakshmi

Vilas bank will be able to boost Capital

adequacy, expand client base and

would be provided with much needed

growth capital. The Capital Adequacy

of LVB on December 2018 was 7.57%

DEALS IN BREWERY
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CARE revised the long term ratings of

Indiabulls Housing from CARE AAA to

CARE AA+, the perpetual Debt rating

from CARE AA+ to CARE AA and

reaffirmed short term rating at CARE

A1+. Both the entities are under RBI’s

radar and might hamper the merger

approval process. The scandalous

happenings are already affecting

company’s performance and we will

definitely see an interesting roll out of

events regarding merger agreement.



Bhavit

Sharma

Associate Director, Financial

Institutions Group at Standard

Chartered Bank, for more than 5

years. His views should not be

construed as views of Standard

Chartered Bank and regarded as

his independent views.

1. There has been a lot of debate

over the nature of slowdown being

structural or cyclical. How do you

understand this?

In my view, it is more cyclical. The

slowdown is primarily due to subdued

demand and consumption. I don’t see

this as a supply related slowdown

because domestic consumption has

been the forte of the Indian economy

for many years. However rural distress

and liquidity crunch in the NBFC

sector is adversely impacting the

same from the last few quarters. The

government, in the last two months

have taken various measures

specifically to address these issues.

The real estate sector is also a key

sector to look out for because of its

multiplier effect on the economy.

Simultaneously, RBI has taken

cognizance of the slowdown. Not only

has it cut down rates but has also

taken steps to ensure the rate cuts are

passed on by banks as well. I am

hopeful of a revival soon unless the

global environment materially

deteriorates further, and trade war

escalates significantly.

2. How do you think the Altico

Capital Defaults will affect the

economy after the IL&FS issue?

NBFC sector has been facing liquidity

crunch post-ILFS as most of those

had their borrowing profile significantly

skewed towards the shorter end and

were reliant on the short-term

borrowings from the capital market.

Given the size of the NBFC asset

portfolio, the impact on the economy

was inevitable. And then DHFL

happened. As far as Altico is

concerned, the core problem is not the

liquidity issue but the prolonged stress

in the real estate sector and the steps

taken by one of its lenders to net off

the loan with fixed deposits. Like

Altico, there are more NBFCs sitting

on the pile of developer loans that are

under stress due to the slump in the

real estate sector. Therefore, while

Altico defaults will have its share of

impact on investor’s sentiment and the
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4. The retail inflation rate has

continuously remained below the

RBI target level of 4%. Considering

India's growth ambitions, what is

your view on such a low retail

inflation rate?

The monetary policy committee has

been very effective from last three

years in terms of containing inflation.

The same has been widely

acknowledged by all the rating

agencies. It is because of the low

inflation only, and RBI still has more

room to cut rates to revive the growth

rate. Given India’s fiscal position and

debt to GDP level, fiscal stimulus is a

prudent way to tackle the slowing

economy. Oil is a major chunk of our

imports and carries a substantial rate

in the inflation calculation. Therefore

global oil price is an important

parameter to look for. Geopolitics

tension can lead to price hike of up to

$10pb which can impact our fiscal

position (if govt doesn’t pass on price

hike) and inflation. Fortunately, we are

still away from the upper band of MPC

target 4% + 2%

revival of the NBFC sector, the impact

on a $3 trillion economy like ours, will

be very limited. The element which will

matter is the revival of the real estate

sector.

3. Is the lack of transparency and

failed risk management on the part

of financial institutions responsible

for the recent financial crisis?

I won't call it a crisis, but yes, certainly

there is a deep problem in the

financial institutions' space from the

last few years. Failed risk

management and rampant lending

without understanding the underlying

credit primarily by public sector banks

led to a sudden spike to NPAs.

Therefore the PCA framework was the

need of the hour at that time. This led

to double whammy in terms of

additional borrowing by the

Government of India to infuse

additional capital in PSU banks and

subdued credit growth which is

essential for economic growth. We

now see a reversal in the NPA trend,

but there is still a long way to go.

Banks merger will also put pressure

on the credit growth in the short term

but is expected to reap benefits in the

medium to long term. On the other

hand, IBC, in my view, has not been

able to resolve some of the large

stressed loans to the extent envisaged

earlier. Successful resolution of those

bad loans will also give space to

banks for incremental lending.
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Rural financing continues to be an

arduous task in our country given that

70% of the rural population depends on

agriculture as its primary source of

income and its dependence on natural

resources, long production cycles,

labor-intensive nature of the industry

and vulnerability to multiple risks like

crop failure, weather uncertainties, etc.

Mahindra & Mahindra Financial

Services Limited plays an imperative

role in the rural financing segment of

the Indian economy, catering to the

under-penetrated and under-served

customer segment in rural India.

Started on 1st January as Maxi Motors

Financial Services Limited, it is

currently amongst the top tractor

financers in India. On 3rd November

1992, it changed its name to Mahindra

& Mahindra Financial Services Limited.

It is registered with RBI as asset

finance, deposit taking NBFC.

Currently, the subsidiaries of MMFSL

are Mahindra Mutual fund, Mahindra

Insurance Brokers Limited, Mahindra

Rural Housing Finance Limited, and

Mahindra Business and Consulting

Services Private Limited. The product

portfolio consists of mainly vehicle

finance, including financing of

passenger vehicles, utility vehicles,

tractors, commercial vehicles,

construction equipment; and pre-

owned vehicles and SME finance,

which includes project finance, working

capital finance, equipment finance, and

bill discounting services to SMEs.

Mahindra & Mahindra Financial

services limited is present in every state

of India. It serves in more than 3,60,000

villages, which is one in two villages in

the country. The USP of Mahindra

finance is its ability to connect to its

customers deeply. They recruit their

workforce from the local level, who

speak the local language and are

connected to the land. This helps them

understand the local challenges and

helps anticipate the business trends

and demands, which further enables

them to come up with the right kind of

products and services, each explicitly

catering to rural and semi-urban needs.

It is the only NBFC that is listed on the

Dow Jones Sustainability Index in the

Emerging Market category and has also

undertaken various social initiatives like

Lifeline express, Hariyali, etc.

With a current Market Price of Rs. 324

and Market Capitalization of Rs.

19,953.62 crore along with a 5-year

Price CAGR of 19.47% and Net Profit

CAGR of 4%, it is one of the leading

NBFCs in India. With its substantial

presence in the rural finance segment

in India, what initiatives it takes to

further integrate the rural population

with formal credit is something to look

forward to
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Risk or exposure in finance refers to

the deviation of investment’s actual

gains from an expected value.

Historical behaviours and outcomes

can be used to quantify financial risk.

The metric usually associated with

financial risk is Standard Deviation

which furnishes a measure of the

volatility of an investment in

comparison to its historical average.

Riskless securities would typically form

the benchmark for analysing risks.

Riskless securities are characterised

by expected rate of return with minimal

or no risks.

But why would anyone invest in high

risk commodities? The answer to this

question lies in the inherent

relationship between risk and returns.

A higher risk financial commodity is

linked with higher return and vice-

versa. This doesn't guarantee anything

but is an indicator of possibility for the

expected returns. Thus, an investor is

always caught in this trade-off between

risk and return. The appetite for risk is

a manifestation of several factors like

age, income, financial goal, the period

for investment, personality, etc.

Thinking of examples, government

bonds would fit into a low-risk low

return category, whereas corporate

bonds would reflect a high-risk high

return category on a broad spectrum.

The financial risks are generally

classified into two categories-

(a) Systematic Risks

(b) Un-systematic Risks

Systematic Risks- Risks which are

inherent to the market as a whole or a

market segment rather than being

harsh to specific industries or

companies are classified as

Systematic Risks. Keeping in mind the

basic concept of their definition,

systematic risks are also known as

undiversifiable risks, volatilities and

market risks. These risks embrace

inflation, war, recession, interest rate

change and other macro-scale effect

triggering events. The unpredictability

associated with and the scale of

impact makes it impossible to

completely avoid it. The beta of a

financial commodity which compares

the volatility of an investment with the

overall market gives a broad idea

extent of systematic risk associated

with that commodity. Investing in a

variety of asset classes such as real

state, gold, provident fund etc., will

most probably ensure that the impact

of systematic risk has opposing trends

in the chosen domains though general

diversification of portfolio isn’t usually

helpful as the market is impacted as a

whole and not in surgical fashion.
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Unsystematic Risks- Risks which are

specific to an industry or company are

classified as unsystematic risks.

Unsystematic risks are synonymous

with specific risk, non-systematic risks,

diversifiable risks and residual risks.

These risks may stem from a change

in management, imposition of

regulations, new competitive players

taking on the market aggressively,

withdrawal or recall of a product, strike,

etc. Though these risks are more

predictable as compared to systematic

risks, deciphering the exact impact of a

triggering factor poses a challenge. For

example, the regulations to be

imposed on airlines industry may be

common knowledge but the extent of

influence is something that plays out

gradually in the market which would

also depend on how the different

airlines respond to these regulations.
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One may intuitively think that

diversification of portfolio is a given

strategy to mitigate these risks, and

that's precisely what investors do.

We have briefly understood what

risks are and what are its types as

well as ways to mitigate them. An

investor is continuously involved in

forming strategies to adjust the risk

component to suit her financial goals

while an impulsive streak whispers

into her ears “Do you want to lose

small or win big?”
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